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Storey Publishing, LLC. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 320 pages. Dimensions: 10.0in.
x 6.8in. x 1.1in.Mindful work with horses, says neurosurgeon Allan J. Hamilton, can enlighten the
human handler as much as it benefits the horse. Evolving over 30 million years to become the
quintessential prey animal, equines have developed acute right-brain survival skills, such as
leadership, awareness, empathy, and cooperation. In particular the horse has finely honed abilities
to lead, communicate, and connect not with words, but with the vital emotional energy described in
the Buddhist tradition as chi. When we learn the language of chi, we become more effective as
leaders, more attuned to others, and more joyful as human beings. Zen Mind, Zen Horse begins by
examining how the equine and human brains function, often related to their respective roles as
prey and predator. Going on to draw insights and wisdom from spiritual traditions such as Zen
Buddhism, Ayurvedic healing, and Yaqui shamanism and from the great horse cultures of the
Mongolians, Bedouins, and Native Americans, Dr. Hamilton shows the importance of developing
right-brain awareness and quieting the left-brain dominance of our Western brains. Seamlessly
integrating spiritual principles and practical applications, Dr. Hamilton shows how to apply...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be worth purchasing. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ca ssa ndr a  V on-- Ca ssa ndr a  V on

These sorts of book is the greatest book o ered. This can be for all those who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just quickly could
get a pleasure of reading a written ebook.
-- V er ner  Goyette DDS-- V er ner  Goyette DDS
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